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ՌՍStudio MVWႀ१֗Virginie MorietteՍ
̆2006ࣲᐏՌѹቡ̆̔ ๒Ǎ̰ ဘ̽ၷำᄊࠄᬅᭊරѣԧὊ
ᚸКˌவЋጉ֗े̽ᝠឦᝓὊ̰ ᒭཀྵ˗ծԩ༧ਖὊ͜࠲ፒ
ˁဘ̽ǌҪᑟˁᎿߦ߹ᎿፇՌǍ̰ ฌ᧘ေঐѹழ҂Ꮶቃࢺᓨ
ጺᓬὊՌՍᄊᝠࠒښЦǌࠉЯ֗थናᝠவ᭧ॎੇ̀
࿘ྲᄊ᮳ಫὊࣳ ᮊǍݒᖍឱܳ
�
ՌՍڎښЯܱᝠᮗ۫ᦐஆ҂ࣹฅТฌὊᬍ᧚ྠᄱၷጇ
ѵǌᆃጇѵࠒЦᄱፙԠҫ̀ࣅᳪ PAD ࡙ǌΈܣ४થӮǌ�
ᳪࣅ 2017 ̎ฯᓨషӰ ǌ͘ጱጞᓨషˁᝠᴝὊࣳ ऄᥙ
Ԡҫࣅښᳪဘ̽ᓨషᯞˡҩᄊ�AD�ᝠဣᘩ࡙Ǎ

ᆃ�֞ಸ��
Jinshi Collection Coffee Table
ဌᆃǌ࡛��
Pink jade, metal 
110 x 500 cm
2017 

Ձ�ಸ#1  
Jinye Collection-Side Table#1
�Ὂ᪔᧻ˀᩡᨂᔉ̎ࡉ܉ࣅ
Patagonia granite, ti-stainless steel 
53.6 x 47.3 x 65.9 cm
2019

Studio MVW is one of Shanghai’s most renowned 
design and interior design studios founded by 
the Chinese designer Xu Ming and the French 
architect Virginie Moriette in Shanghai in 2006.  
Nature as a mode of expression is pivotal to their 
work; they believe the language of nature forms a 
subtle undercurrent that connects contemporary 
Western and Chinese aesthetics and ways of life. 
Combining traditional and contemporary elements, 
functions and aesthetics, they emphasis on innovation 
and impeccable detail  for their design pieces.  
Their creations are displayed in architecture, interior 
design and furniture domains with signature styles, and 
have won awards both in China and internationally.
 
Their works have been extensively covered in local and 
international press and have been exhibited in Salon 
A+D New York 2017, Paris at Gallery BSL, PAD Paris 
and London, Amsterdam for “Experimenta”, Beijing, 
Chicago, London for “China Design Now”, Milan and 
Shanghai.
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ဍြᄊͻֶ˟᜶ڊፉᅌซ˨ᄊૃଌዥଌ࡙नǍܸ ᄊڱ
ซˀѷڡᬤভዥଌὊདྷ҄ѣ᛫᭧ዤᏫˀጀᄊྲ൴ᐝေὊ
ᒭႀڡѹᤵழᄊጸՌТጇǍᤈನᄊᓬݎ֗ݞᓨషࠒᄊন፥
ᤴएհՌὊˀ ᒰ̆੪҂̵ࠫᬝၬॎरᄊѹᤵˁᬝၬᤵیᄊ
ͻֶ˗ˀ҂ԻᣲᝣᄊॎښေᄊনᏦሮǍ៶ὊԁᏨܫ
៶Ὂ੪ᆡ̀ੈ̓ࠫᬝၬᄊþ҉ӿ៶ÿὊፌ́ᬝᓨᤈᓨషఞ
ܳᄊᒭႀ֗ᡚ֊ὊፌᏨఞܳᄊਇ៶ቇ֗ᝀፃᰎǍ

٨ྭ�Utensil
ژݣᬝซǌᄇᓤӑکУࠂ
Junware pottery clay from Yixing, 
white engobe
16 x 28 x 16 cm
2019

ᮥ�Utensil
ͺࡣᬝซǌᄇᓤ̎А᧕
Pottery clay from Foshan,  
white matte glaze
50 x 20 x 22 cm
2010

٨ྭ�Utensil
ژݣᬝซǌᄇᓤӑکУࠂ
Junware pottery clay from Yixing, 
white engobe
32 x 28 x 32 cm
2019

Wang Qi's works mainly focus on the splicing and 
connecting of the clay pieces, which are irregularly 
spliced. The special texture of the surface is rough 
and coarse and fresh relationship is created through 
free combination. The artist’s pace of creation 
coincides with her tempo of thinking, and does 
not disturb her thinking process on the creation of 
forms or the treatment of shapes. There is no image,  
that is, the viewer can not find an identifiable image 
in the works, breaking our "stereotype" of ceramics,  
giving the art of pottery more freedom and fun, 
providing the viewers with more imagination and visual 
experience.


